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the cerebellum was a bilocular cyst, containing healthy pus.
Each partition of the cyst was about large enough to contain a
hazel-nut. In the lower part of the right posterior lobe of the
cerebrum was a large loose clot of freshly extravasated blood,
around which the substance of the brain was much broken up.
The heart was large, and its walls were very thick. It weighed
thirteen and a quarter ounces. The spleen contained several
small blocks of fibrine. The rest of the viscera were healthy.

REMARKS. The apoplectic clot discovered in this case pro-
bably had direct relation to the atheromatous condition of the
cerebral vessels; whilst the abscess of the cerebellum might
have owed its origin to injury produced by the accident above
named. Doubtless, the cerebellum had been the part first
affected, for it is scarcely likely that so large an apoplectic clot
should have existed any length of time without the occurrence
of more or less paralysis. It did not appear, from inquiries
made after the post mortem examination, that the patient's gait
was affected by the fall on her head; nor did she refer the chief
pain at any time to the occipital region.

Original domnrunniationS
LECTURE ON MORAL INSANITY.

By JoHN KITCHING, Esq., Medical Superintendent of the
Retreat, near York.

WE are in the habit of talking very glibly of the sane and the
insane, as if these terms were universally understood, and as
elear as the difference between sunshine and cloud. The terms
are clear enough, but in the thing signified there is often a
good deal of obscurity; otherwise we should not witness, as we
sometimes do, the spectacle of learned people giving evidence
on different sides, when a question involving the meaning of
the terms is to be decided. And if this is the case amongst
persons whose studies have led them to familiarity with these
subjects, how can we expect that the public at large, from
whom juries are selected, and who are necessarily almost
strangers to them, should accept without reluctance or gain.
saying, the conclusions which would embrace in the category
of insanity what they have been accustomed to call by another
name-whetlher it be vice, crime, oddity, eccentricity, impull-
siveness, intractableness, wilfulness, cruelty, passion, turpitude,
or,by whatever other name the thing before them may seem to
them properly designated ? It is a difficult thing to decide in
many cases, ancd it is sure to come to be a difficult thing, if it
were not now so. Everything that raises a serious question in
these days is a difficult thing, and ought to be. The age of
easy things is past: ad majora vocamur. Then, if we are sur-
rounded by so many difficult things, and we battle with them
with so much more alacrity and determination to wrestle the
difficulty ouit of them, let us also face this one additional diffi-
culty of moral insanity, and calmly examine the subject with a
view to the solution of the difficulty; not tuining our backs
upon it with a grin of angry ridicule, as if the foundations of
society were going to be uprooted, and the flood-gates of im-
punitive crime let loose, becauise an unexpected interpretation
may be put upon some notorious phase of character.
The stu(ly of all mental phenomena involves difficulties of

great magnitude. The operations of mind are so various, that
the attempt to discover the laws by which these are regulated
has engaged the profoundest attention of the most gifted men;
and the greatest metaphysicians, whos;e science concerns mind
only in a state of health, bave been brought to very opposite
conclusions. When, however, we turn our attention to mind
in a state of disorder, an additional source of complication and
difficulty is initroduced: and we may cease to wonder in the
presence of so much that is obscure and arduous, that men
who are practically conversant with insanity should not see eye
to eye on all the subtle points embraced in so comprehensive a
subject. If this be a correct position, let me ask, is it at all
likely that those who have no acquaintance witlh the changes
produced in the workings of the mind by disease, should form
correct conclusions respecting the phernomena of insanity ? I
think, therefore, there is nothing either unreasonable or arro-
gant in the assumption, that it is only from those who have
studied the joint action of the mind and body in both health
and disease that we can look for any enlightenment in the
science of morbid psychology.

The broader features and more violent forms of insanity
render it easy to recognise the presence of the disorder. The
three principal forms in which it is thus displayed, are mania,
melancholia, and the possession of delusions.
When a person is in a state of mania, his whole mental con-

dition is changed. Instead of the calm flow of thought and
feeling which characterise him in health, his ideas follow each
other with rapidity; the operations of his mind are tumultu-
ous; his feelings are impulsive; and his utterance is loud,
rapid, and imperious: the physical system participates in the
exaltation; the patient performs feats of strength to which he
is at other times unequal; every thought, word, and action,
assume an exaggerated character. The want of rest is not
felt. It is as if every function of life had received an irrepres-.
sible accession of ardour and activity, and the whole economy,.
animal and intellectual, were carried on under high pressure..
The man lives through the vital force of a week in a single
day; and the process is therefore an exhausting one.

This form of insanity exists in many degrees. In its highest
development it deprives the person entirely of his senses. He
has ao control whatever over Iiis thoughts, words, and actions.
The promptings of his brain have an absolute dominion over
him. He is carried about by a mental whirlwind, which min--
gles in one confused jumble the rapidly generated and evane-
scent impulses, and breaks them up into fragments, so that
there is little or nothing of continuity or coherence. The
whole series of phenomena are the beginnings without middle
or end; the connecting links or associations are lost, because
one fresh idea is begun before the others lhave been followed
out. A less degree of excitement allows a little more time for
each suggestion; and as the urgency of the symptoms is
abated, the incoherence and rapidity of all the actions is less-
ened till a condition is arrived at, which presents nothing
more than a certain amount of ardour or excitement-not
greater perhaps than that which is the natural state of a more
sanguine person.
In this direction, then, we are led by gradual stages to the

very confines of the disorder; and there is a "border land" of
considerable breadth, which admits of doubt and hesitation
sometimes, to which region it shall be consigned. With this,
however, at present, we have nothing to do, and will pass there-
fore to the contemplation of another of those well marked
forms, which at once dispel doubt, and convince the judgment.

It is the opposite of mania, and is named melancholia. This.
is by no means so simple a form as mania. It exists chiefly
under two aspects-the active and the passive forms. In the
former, the sensations are acute and the movement of the
ideas rapid, but these are always of a painful and afflicting
nature. Horror, remorse, fear, and apprehension, hang over-
the mind with an appalling, overwhelming canopy of darkness.
Undefined terrors shake out the reason, and extract cries of
suffering, under which the moral and physical constitution
trembles with undefined dismay. Sometimes the agony assumes
a perceptible shape, and concentrates itself into an absorbing
and terrible delusion. Once a tender and most affectionate
mother, whose Christian solicitude for the right bringing up of
her children was possibly the means of overstretching her
powers, was tormented by the audible cries of those dear
cqhildren. who shrieked into her ears from the depths of hell,
and inflicted upon her, through a diseased brain, torments less.
endurable than their own. The groans and cries of the active
melancholic are a painful publication of their form of disease.
But the same kind of insanity is exhibited in a quieter and less
demonstrative way, by the silent and unobtrusive endurance
of a grief which seeks no publicity, and utters no complaint.
No bell tolls, no dirge is rung. The quiet luxury of the silent
tear, or the half suppressed sigh, alone forms the outward sign
of the worm that gnaws within; but gnaws so keenly, that the
whole attention is riveted upon the working of his unseen
teeth; and all the life is a prey to the absorbina grief, to the
general, all embracing, indefinite sorrow, paralysing resistance,
annihilating exertion, wrapping up the entire being in a shroud
of dismal and helpless inertia.

"Who art thou with anxious mien,
Stealing o'er the shiftinig scene?
Eyes with tedious vigil red,
Sighs by doubts and wishes bred,
Cautious steps and glirinig leer,
Speak thy woes and speak thy fear."

Like the state of exaltation previouslv described, this condi-
tion also goes through a wide range of degrees, varying from
the deep abstraction of settled melancholy to the mere obscura-
tion, by a thin cloud, of the usual standard of healthy feeling.
The next form of insanity to which I shall introduce you is
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not necessarily accompanied by any exaltation or (lepression of
the natural scale of the animal spirits. It consists in the
derangement of the intellect, or a change in the reasoning
powers of the mind, either to such an extent as to produce an
entire confusion, or to destroy their proper action in certain
directions. In the former case, the mental condition is charac-
terised as one of incoherence; in the latter, some idea or belief
is generally entertained contrary to all sound ratiocination, and
the term delusion is applied to it. When the mind is in a state
of incoherence, it is impossible to converse for a few seconds
with the patient without becoming aware of his condition. If
he addresses you as the Wing of Spain, and tells you he saved
your life last night at the battle of Corunna, it is clear that his
perception, memory, comparison, and judgment, are so im-
paired that his mind is under the dominion of a wild and extra-
vagant association of ideas, and that his reason is powerless to
check his thoughts or guide his expressions. But he may
utter this absurdity in a calm and assured tone, with no vio-
lence or impetuosity of thought or feeling; and, if met with a
good humouired contradiction, he may smile at your incredulity.
He is often very happy in the unregulated flow of a cheerful
imagination, anid believes the suggestions of his fancy more
implicitly than ever poet, with "hIis eyes in a fine phrensy
rolling", could put faith in his dreams.

This, however, is a condition of mind for which, all the
rational powers being impaired, and their coherency and
mutual check destroyed, we find little difficulty in accounting.
The intellectual functions of the brain are partially or wholly
suspended, and isolated ideas and suggestions of brokeln
anemory succeed eachl other at random. There is a congruity
and concurrence of ruin, whiclh, however melancholy, is satis-
factory to the observer. But there is a condition in which the
understanding remains to a great extent entire, and still har-
bours a delusion on one or more subjects, perhaps quite out-
rageous and absurd. Correct, and even clear-headed and
acute, on genieral topics, the individual may still cherish a delu-
sion on some points, which creates a want of harmony in the
wlhole mind, very difficult to comprehend. A person, whose
interesting and intelligent conversation you may have enjoyed
on a variety of subjects, may suddenly surprise you by the
announcement that lhe is a great prophet, possibly a deity; that
he is destined to live for ever; or that he has no liver, lungs, or
heart. You may have very likely read of a patient who, when
being examined as to his sanity, conducted his defence in so
..ational a manner that the judges were uinable to detect any
infirmity of mind, till some person, acquainted with the nature
of his case, led him to announce that he was Jesus Christ, the
Saviour of the World. Dr. Haslam mentions the case of a man
who had been mnany years in Bedlam as an incurable patient,
but who was, during his conifinement, as far as could be ascer-
tained, completely in his senses; but, whenever he went home,
which he did several times, he felt uneasy, and found himself
bewitched at all points. " The devil and his imps had preoccui-
pied the best places in the house." Another patient is men-
tioned by the same author, who, duling the time he knew him,
always conducte(d himself in a very gentlemanly manner, whose
disposition was remarkably placid, and whom he never knew to
utter an unkind or hasty expression, but who still never
omitted in his letters to style himself " God's King, Hol}
Gihost, Admiral, and Physician". Another patient is also Mi'-
tioned, whose insanity consisted in a belief that the germs of
sprites entered into his ears during the night, and on this ac-
count he always stopped his ears closely with wool, and, in
addition to a flanniel nightcap, usually slept with his head in
a tin saucepan. Horace mientions the case of a man who was
exemplary in all the social relations of life, kind to his wife,
hospitable to his friends, etc., who harboured the delusion that
he was listeniing to lively dramatic representations in the
theatre, wlhen he was the only creature in the buildinig, and who
would sit and applaud the wit and sparkle of the dialogues,
which took place, in reality, nowhere but in his own cranium.
The delineation of various forms of insanity was a favourite

Bubject with several of the classical writers. Readers of these
will call to mind the vivid picture of the madness of Orestes,
after he had slaini his nmother, Clytemiinestra, in revenge for her
treacher-ous mlurder of her husband Agamemnon, who was
replaced in her affections bythe scoundrel Egistheus; also the
madness of Hercules, from the torments of the poisoned shirt
which tlle jealous Dejanira had sent him, an insidious revenge
for her slighted love; the ludicrous but fturious onslaught of
Ajax upon the sheep, mistaking them for the enemies who had
baulked him of the shield of Achilles; and, above all, the sub-
lime and tragic madness of Medea when, deserted by Jason,
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she laid violent hands upon her two children, and sacrificed
them at the shrine of outraged love. The copiousness of the
Greek lexicon in terms relating to insanity, shows that many
different forms of this malady were known to the ancient
Greeks, and had engaged their discriminatinig attention.
These examples of delusion are sufficient to illustrate this

kind of disorder. They show that the mind may be affected
with insanity which at first sight seems partial, and confined to
some special subjects, and on this account the kind of insanity
now spoken of was distinguished by the name of monomania;
mania on a single point. The term monomania is now, how-
ever, but little used.
The three forms of insanity which we have now reviewed are

those which afford the most conspicuous symptoms, and
which are generally conceived by the popular mind as types of'
the disorder, when a person is said to be insane. They pre-
sent broad and unmistakable marks of departure from sound-
ness of mind which are satisfactol-y and convincing. When a
man is seen raving and violent, unable to control his words or
guide his actions; or when he is seen brooding over some
imaginary sorrow, neglecting every duty of life, and delivering
himself to the sway of causeless terror, or rapt in vague
abstraction; or when he utters some opinion grossly at variance
with the general perceptions and common sense of mankind;
or when his discourse is a jargon of unconnected words, the
world is satisfied that he is insane. The justice of the verdict
is accepted, his insanity accords with the popular notion of
that disorder, and the judgment of all approves what belies the
prejudices of none.
We have, however, by no means exhausted the wide field

over which the manifestations of insanity are displayed. We
have taken the mind, as it were, in its totality, and have viewed
it under the influence of certain disturbing forces which place
it in a condition of disorder, as a storm of wind may sweep
an entire ocean, and produce wild confusion and turbulence
from shore to shore. The sea, however, may be subjected to a
gale which shall blow over one region, within circumscribed
limits, and leave the rest in entire or comparative calm. This
somewhat coarse simile may serve as an illustration of what I
wish to substantiate in the following part of my discourse.
We are all conscious in our own minds of the possession of
many distinct faculties, and of our power of carrying on mental
operations, and discharging mental functions of very different
kinds. When we are following out in the pages of Adams or
Le Verrier one of the grand mathematical problems by which
they forced the solar system to reveal to the astronomical
world its long hidden orb of Neptune, and taught the exact
spot in the heavens where the remote planet might be seen;
and when, filled with admiration at the reach of the human
intellect, we turn and bend in humble adoration of that Great
Being who created both it and the objects about which it had
been occupied, and prostrate ourselves before him in humility
and self-abasement, how great is the difference between the
two mental operations we then perform! We are sensible of
the distinctness between the faculties by which the two acts are
accomplished, and that they belong to two distinct orders of
psychical powers. In the one, the reasoning power is tasked
to its utmost stretch. In the other, the reasonina power per-
forms the smallest share. When we are following the glowing
creations of some bewitching poet, and revelling passively in
the charms of a Mlilton's or a Shakespeare's fancies, how dif.
ferently we are employed, what a totally distinct set of mental
faculties are we calling into operation from those we use when,
stung by the taunts of an enenmy, or roused by the opposition
of an antagonist, we burn with anger or glow with a desire to
retaliate! When fondly caressing our children, and mixing
with a childlike glee in their young sports, for the love of see-
ing them happy, what different beings we are, in so far as
regards mental phenomena, from the scheming, plodding,
acquisitive creatures we exhibit ourselves when toiling to win
from the world the wealth that is to be bestowed upon their
support.
Now, if we analyse the mental phenomena concerned in the

very few and every day modes to which I have just adverted,
we shall find that the powers brought into operation are
referrible to two distinct orders; and it is convenient to desig-
nate these as the intellectual and the moral faculties. All
those powers of the mind by which we maintain our position
as rational creatures, which enable us to cultivate science and
art, to invent, discover, and apply, to reason, to compare, and to
infer, to remember, to combine, and to imagine, are intellectual
powers, and would make a rational being if he were possessed
of no other powers besides. But we feel that we have other
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powers. We feel that we have affections which render us

kindly disposed to each other; that prompt us to love our
friends andt all others wlho love us; that dispose us to relieve
the wants of those who are about us; that lead IIs to desire the
good opinion of otlhers, or to entertain a good opiniion of our-

selves; that incite us to a reverential feeling towards our
Creator, to persevere in the decisions of our own will, or, on
the other hand, that we have faculties which render us eager
in opposing an-yvthing whicl we dislike, which make us triumph
in the surmiounting of difficulties, and resolute in the battle
against oppression and injury; also that we have instincts which
lead us to take every care for the preservation of our lives, and
the satisfaction of our bodily wants. These various powers and
faculties, so distinct from the fornmer set, are conveniently
designated by the term " moral and instinctive faculties."
They are called moral, because they preside over the regulation
of our coirduct towards others, and determine our sentiments
and affectionis. Now, it needs no discussion to establish the
propositioti, that Tnen differ very widely in the amount of their
intellectual faculties. So universally is this difference re-

cognised, that we have no commoner phrases in the language
than tllose usied to denote the differences between men in this
respect. Ancd niot only do they differ in the aggregate amount
of their intellectual ability, but they differ very greatly in the
power of particular faculties; and grown up men scarcely differ
in these respectsimore than boys and children. T'his shows
that the diffelence is not entirelv acquired, but is innate. One
boy displays an aptitude for argumentation; another, for the
accumulationi of facts; a third, for the compositiorn of verses; a

fourth, for the acquisition of languages; a fifth, for the con-
struction of maehinery; a sixth, for the discovery of new rela-
tions between the things he observes; and so on in almost end-
less variety: and, as boys grow itito men, we have the intellec-
tual world people(d with statesmen, philosophers, logicians,
grammar-ians, orators, poets, and artists; and these all of every
possible grade of intellectual power and excellence.

In the sarme way that it admits of no dispute that the intel-
lect offers tlhese varieties of power, we may observe again
a difference in the relative manifestation of the intellec-
tual faculties, as conmpared with thb other order of faculties,
which I have juist called the moral faculties. A man may have
intellectual al)ilities of the first order, and yet be deficient in
those qualities which go to the composition of a good subject in
his social, dlontestic, and nmoral relations. These latter facul-
ties do not appear to hold any definite relation to the deve-
lopnment or strength of the former. The circle of our own ac-
quaintance nmay suipply us with examples of men conspicuous
for the zeal and success with which they cultivate science,
commerce, or the arts, or the ability with wlich they follow
out any favourite pursuit, who are, nevertheless, greatly defi-
cient in those moral perceptions and sensibilities which are
necessary for the formation of a great and usefuil character.
How much las the history of the world and the peace of
nations beeti disturbed by the unregulated ambition and un-
scrupulous daring of clever and gifted men, in whom Nature
had implanted excellent powers of mind, but left them uinfur-
nished, or scantily provided, witlh the controlling and human-
ising faculties o;f ati equally powerful moral constittition.
Had the moral fatculties of such men been eqtial to their intel-
lects, how diflerently wouldI the history of a CiTsar or a Napo-
leon, or a Nich(las, have been written. Insteadl of being traced
withl a pen dippe(d in blood, arid guided by the light of a thou-
sand fires of sacked and burningc villages and towns, inspired
by the dru1m of wvar and the thunder of cannon, it would have
beamed with the light of love to lhuinman kind, and1 would have
folmed, each in its time, an epoch its the advancenient of the
human race in the arts of (ivilisation, literature, commiiilerce,
and peace.

If we find, on the one liand, that great mental endowment
may be cotisisteint with a deficiency in the mnoral powers and
affections; we also find that these latter not unfrequently co-
exist with a very moderate scale of intellectuial development.
When we see, a iuian exercising all the oflices of a good
citizen, of a kinid( husband anid tender parent, full of good
works towardcs hi- neighbours, benevolenlt to the poor, forgiving
towards his ei-nies, anxious to prontote the welfare of all
around bins, increasing- the amount of happinesis withits the
whole circle of his influtence, however unlearned lhe may be,
if he b)e ever so unal-le to excel in science or literature from
the want of abilities foir tlseir attainimenit, tltat man still pos-
sesses talenits atid powers, wlhichl, thiough of a very different
order frotai thlose wlsicli we style initellectual, are no less
surely psychical faculties, wx hich the merely intellectal man

does not possess, and which lead him to a sphere of action in
which the other could no more supplant him than he could
rival the other in the productions of his intellect.

This diversity in the relative prominence of the two orders of
faculties towards each other, admits, I think, of no kind of
doubt. We must unhesitatingly grant that it is so. It seems
as clearly established as the disparity between the intellectual
capabilities of one man and those of another, or as that be-
tween the strength of one man's muscles and bones, or the
size of his corporeal frame, from those of another. A phreno-
logist might say it was all owing to the difference in the size of
some part of his head or brain. I shall have something to say
on this by and by. At present I wish to establish the fact on
common experience and observation alone. We shall arrive at
the truth by these methods, with as much certainty and clear-
ness as if we endeavoured to establish it by arguments not so

generally understood, and much more open to debate. The
conicession, then, of a discrepancy between the initellectual
abilities of different individuals, and between the initellectual
and moral faculties of the same individuial, leads us to the siib-
ject of the difference between the moral faculties of one indi-
vidtual and those of another. Shall we question the existence
of such a difference? Shall we say that if children and boys
are gifted with various degrees of intellectual ability, they are

all equally endowed in this respect, and that the differences
afterwardls exhibited are due to the comparative success or

failure of education or training? to the operation of the multi-
farious agencies, favourable or unfavourable, to which the in-
dividuial has been subjected in his earlier years. Is this the
entire philosophy of St. Giles and St. James? No doubt of
the vast influence of these agencies. No doubt of the substan-
tial truthfutlness of Hogarth's masterly design in the suibse-
quent fortunes and allotments of the virtuous an(d disorderly
apprentices. For it is indisputable, that " as the twig is bent,
the tree's inclined." Bnit is this all? Is there no (lifference
in the original quality and innate property of the twig ? I will
ask the fathers and motlhers whether there is not a great
original difference in their children in these respects? Is
there in all your children alike the same affectionateness
of disposition? Is there the same degree of kin(dliness
towards brothers and sisters ? Is there in all of them
an equal degree of calm and placid good temper? Do
you find it equally easy to instil into all their young and
tender minlds the love of truth, ready obedience to orders, the
forgiveness of offences, the virtue of self-denial? Can you
teach them all equally the subjuigation of their yolng passions ?
Are not some among theml much mnore impetuous, irascible,
vain, proud, resentful, disobedient, sensual, avaricious, and
mischievous, than the rest ? And are not these differences of
character m-nanifested before they can be the result of anv ex-

ternal influences? Are we not satisfied by the irrefragable
convictioins of our experience that these differences are inhe-
rent in the very constitution of the children, and are also quite
independent of their irntellectual abilities ? How often, indeed,
it happens, that the brightest sparks of intellecttual ability in
a younig child are dimmed by some concomitant defect in its
moral constitution ! How of-ten it happens that the one who
shines the least in this direction, is redeemed by the com-

pensating gitts of a sweet temper and arn amiable mind, and
grows up, with no more .advantages of care and education than
th)e rest, to be the solace and comfort of her familv, pos-
sibly much in need of them from the wilfuilness and errors

of that one whose intellectual endowments apparently fitted
him to be their pride and ornament. If these differences
exist in children before the irnfluence of external impres-
sions can have produced tlhem, they muist obviously be
considered iniherent qualities which will showv a tendency to
persist during the remainder of life. They grow up with the
advance of Years, and become more and more consl,icuous as

the sphere for theirimanifestation enlarges. Education may do
very much for the individual towards their extinction ; the in-
fluences of religion may do more; but the radical cause of the
difference is still there; and education must greatly extend its
scope, and widen the objects at which it aims, before it can

strike at the origin of the evil. " A corrupt tree will bring fortlh
corrupt fruit." Thistles will ilot yield figs, nor brambles
,grapes. The axe mnust be laid to the root of the tree, and it
miiust either be prevented from bearing fruit, or the ame-

liorating influeinces must work from one generation to another,
that a gradual improvement may be accomplished in eachl de-
scending generation, before any grand result will ble realised.

[To be continued.]
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